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Predictions 2010  

ELANA Trading & Saxo Bank   

H1 Review  

 

І. Global economic recovery in 2010   

ELANA Trading and Saxo Bank forecast in the beginning of 2010:  

No V-shaped recovery will happen – global economy will recover very slowly. ELANA Trading 
analysts claimed reducing debt will be the focus of the next 5 to 7 years.  

ELANA Trading review mid-2010:  

We confirm our expectations for a slow economic recovery. Contrary to the increased 
speculations of double-dip recession, we do not expect US economy stepping into recession in 
the second half of 2010 or the beginning of 2011. The H1 events confirmed the trends we 
described earlier this year so we claim the possibility for recession is very low. Historically 
speaking, a double-dip recession is an extraordinary rare occurrence which derives from a 
significant change of monetary of fiscal policies. However , such significant changes are not on 
the global agenda.   

 

Saxo Bank analysts review in mid-2010: 

The unsustainably high fiscal deficits that resulted from the government-injected stimuli in the 
economies now need to be worked down. This is likely to be a drag on economic growth, 
especially in the developed world for many years to come. It would be wrong to assume that 
the PIIGS debt crisis is contained. Containment is only possible through drastic budget cuts.  
It is perhaps the most distinct feature of this crisis that small and mid-sized companies are 
almost completely cut off from financing. We still forecast a double dip in the developed 
countries economies (Europe, US and Japan) and earnings in equity markets to be flat (not 
negative). The cut backs in government spending in addition with a contracting money supply, 
suppressed labor and housing markets will still be the main drivers of a double dip in developed 
countries economies.  
 
 
ІІ. USD/EUR  

ELANA Trading and Saxo Bank forecast in the beginning of 2010:  

Dollar resurrection – USD strengthens in 2010  
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ELANA Trading analysts: 1.30 EUR/USD in the end of 2010  

Saxo Bank analysts: 1.37 EUR/USD end of Q1; 1.22 EUR/USD end of H1 2010. 

 

ELANA Trading review mid-2010:  

The strong dollar trend was confirmed in H1 and will continue with the same pace by the end of 
the year . We were not pessimistic enough about the euro in the beginning of 2010 so now we 
revise our forecast for EUR/USD from 1.30 to 1.20 EUR/USD due to the following 
factors:  

Reasons for revision:  

• The scale of euro downfall   

• Weak growth in Europe  

• Investors looking for security  

  

Saxo Bank analysts review in mid-2010: 

While we might see a short-term recovery in risk as corporations parade stellar Q2 results, the 
eventual risk lies to the downside for risk as we simply have not come to grips with the 
problems laid bare by the crisis. Volatility in FX is likely to swing sharply higher in response, so 
stay careful out there. As we ponder the landscape for FX in the quarter ahead and beyond, we 
suspect that the main theme currently occupying a significant portion of the market’s 
bandwidth of attention – the EuroZone situation and its effect on risk appetite generally – will 
remain important. In the Yearly Outlook we were short EURUSD and we still are. This has so far 
played out quite well and we expect that it will continue down this road. We expect EURUSD 
to close at year end below 1.20. 
 
 
 
ІІІ. GOLD 
 
ELANA Trading and Saxo Bank forecast in the beginning of 2010:  

Gold price downwards in 2010 after the mid-term peak in 2009.  

ELANA Trading analysts: USD 950 per troy ounce in the end of 2010. 

Saxo Bank analysts: USD 870 per troy ounce in 2010.  

ELANA Trading review mid-2010:  
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We continue expecting e negative performance for gold in the second half of the year but we 
revise our target for the end of the year to USD 1100 per troy ounce. 

Reasons for revision:  

• Still no gold bubble – the price increase of the gold does not demonstrate the typical 
signs of a bubble when price is sharply going up in a short period. This means no stong 
correction can be expected – no drawdown of 30-40%; 

• Demand for safe asset classes – investors will continue keeping gold in their 
portfolios while interest rates are low and there is still a danger for cooling off economic 
growth in US and Europe sharply. Gold demand was additionally pushed by the strong 
euro fall because investors were buying gold to escape from the euro.   

 

Saxo Bank analysts review in mid-2010: 

Gold continues to attract record amounts of investments from investors seeking a safe haven 
against current uncertainties. Holdings in Gold ETFs now exceed 2000 tonnes having risen by 
300 tonnes since early April. Some respectable investors have begun to describe gold as 
emerging into a bubble situation and that it could get messy once it pops. The top of a bubble 
is usually marked by a final surge that explodes higher. Considering gold is “only” up 12 
percent year to date such a move remains to be seen. We are constructive into the second half 
as outside factors will keep the safe haven theme alive. Above 1,252 resistance is not found 
until 1,375 leaving ample room to the upside. The mentioned bubble fear will only become a 
theme should the price drop below 1,150 and more importantly 1,125. 
When the sovereign debt crisis blew for the first time back in February the trend towards 
1250+ was set for gold. We still see gold trading at high levels – we estimate that gold will 
end the year around in the 1046-1110 range. 
 
 
ІV. OIL  

ELANA Trading and Saxo Bank forecast in the beginning of 2010:  

Dynamic oil price will be witnessed in 2010 but rocketing prices are not to be seen by the end 
of the 2010.  

ELANA Trading analysts: USD 80 in the end 2010 

Saxo Bank analysts: USD 70-80 
 

ELANA Trading review mid-2010:  

We still claim USD 80 per barrel in the end of 2010.   
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Too much fear of double dip recession – we believe global economy will not step into a 
second crisis which can lead to long-term commodity low value.  

Dynamic fluctuations of oil price are expected – speculative interest will dominate the 
market resulting in many dynamic fluctuations in a period of a few weeks. We do not expect 
strong oil price rise or fall which allows investors to look for profits at buy levels under USD 70 
and sell – over USD 80 per barrel.  

 

Saxo Bank analysts review in mid-2010: 

During the first half of the year oil has been trading 91 USD/bbl. for a short while and is lately 
trading around 75 USD/bbl. We still expect risk related assets to be hit by further 
macroeconomic headwinds during the 2nd half of 2010 and this should lead oil into the 
territory of 60 USD/bbl. 
 
V. US STOCK MARKET  

ELANA Trading and Saxo Bank forecast in the beginning of 2010:  

US stocks come close to overvaluation – in 2010 US stock market will register moderate growth 
of 5-10%. S&P 500 between 950 и 1250 during the year .  

ELANA Trading analysts: S&P 500 – 1200 in the end of 2010. 

Saxo Bank analysts: S&P 500 - 950-1250 in 2010.  

ELANA Trading review mid-2010:  

We keep our forecast for 1200 of S&P 500 in the end of 2010. 

Too much fear of double dip recession – we believe global economy will not step into a 
second crisis which could bring to deflation and considerable decline in stocks prices.  

Therefore we see good opportunities for profits by buying shares and keeping them for 6 
months or until reaching levels of overvaluation. 

We expect a bottom for S&P500 at 1000 – we believe this will be the bottom in 2010 

Positive corporate results –US companies pose extremely good earnings. High earning 
expectations can be revised downwards in the second part of the year but in general corporate 
earnings will improve with a quick pace.  This will limit stocks price fall.  

 

Saxo Bank analysts review in mid-2010: 
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With the half year turn in sight the year so far has played out close to our expectations from 
the Yearly Outlook. We had a strong start of the year and reached a top in S&P500 at 1217 in 
April, while we originally expected the level of 1250 to be reached by the end of June. For the 
second half of the year we continue to expect further hurdles for equity markets which will 
keep the risk premium higher for an extended period and lead to lower earnings expectations 
for 2011 and 2012. However there will be bounces in equity markets as earnings are likely to 
surprise to the upside. 
 
 
V. BULGARIAN STOCK EXCHANGE  

ELANA Trading analysts forecast in the beginning of 2010:  

We expected two periods on the upside similar to what happened in April and August 2009 – a 
decline and weak trading in between. The timing and scale of the upside depends on the short-
term correction on international markets. We expect the local stock market up by 25-35% in 
the end of 2010 as compared with the beginning of the year .  

ELANA Trading review mid-2010:  

We revise our forecast for end 2010 downwards – SOFIX will wrap up the year at 450 
instead of expected 530. . 

Reasons for revision:  

• Lack of investor interest – the current low liquidity does not support any price 
increase and the weak performance is a burden to new investment entering the 
Bulgarian Stock Exchange. Recession in Bulgaria puts pressure on local investors and 
they sell to cover costs.   

• Bulgarian economy still in recession – this impacts weaker earnings of Bulgarian 
companies and lack of new investment in mutual funds and the stock market. It will put 
a restrain on any positive trend for Bulgarian stocks by the end of the year .   

• Delay in plans for listing state-owned stake in a number of enterprises – the 
intentions of the Government to sell state-owned stake in a number of enterprises 
through the Bulgarian Stock Exchange are still not a plan in the end of H1 of 2010. Even 
is this starts as a process soon a possible impact on the Bulgarian stock market can be 
witnessed a year from now. This initiative potentially can draw in international and local 
investors but to be effective it very much depends on the approach of the state in listing 
its stake. Most important is not to have attractive price at the first public offering and 
not to leave it as a single case. Only a programme of sequential listing on the Bulgarian 
Stock Exchange might bring positive developments on the local stock market.  

• Small number of transparent and stable companies – there is no significant 
improvement on corporate governance in the Bulgarian public companies even after a 
few years of crisis.  
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• Introduction of new financial instruments on BSE – we do not expect the new 
legal provisions in progress for introduction of ETFs and certificates would bring 
significant change in attention to the Bulgarian Stock Exchange by the end of the year. 
These instruments can increase liquidity but would not contribute to an overall change 
of the state of affairs.  
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